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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are intended 

for monitoring an environment. The main task of a wireless 

sensor node is to sense and collect data from a certain 

domain, process them and transmit it to the sink where the 

application lies. Reliable routing of packets from the source 

node to its sink node is the most important task for the 

networks. The routing protocols applied for the other 

networks cannot be used here due to its battery powered 

nodes.  This paper presents brief introduction, characteristics 

and issues on WSN and survey of recent routing protocols 

for wireless sensor network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sensor networks have emerged as a promising tool for 

monitor the physical world, networks of battery powered 

wireless sensor network that can sense, process and 

communicate.  In WSN sensor node basically sense data, 

collect data from other nodes then process that data and then 

transmit this collected data to the base station. It is proved 

that node require much power or energy to transmit data 

rather than sensing as in case of WSN node has limited 

power and memory so the main concern is to save power to 

increase the life of sensor network.  A WSN consists of a 

large number of low cost, low powers and multifunctional 

wireless sensor network have been widely used in the 

industry, traffic, environmental protection, military and 

many other fields. 

To route the data is very challenging due to the 

built-in characteristics of WSN that distinguish these WSN 

networks from other wireless networks like cellular 

networks or mobile ad hoc networks. First, due to the 

relatively large number of sensor nodes, it is not possible to 

build a global addressing scheme for the deployment of a 

large number of sensor nodes as the overhead of ID 

maintenance is high. Second, in contrast to typical networks, 

almost all the applications of sensor networks require the 

movement of sensed data from multiple sources to a 

particular base station. Third, sensor nodes are tightly 

constrained in terms of energy, processing, and storage 

capacities. Thus, they require careful resource management. 

Fourth, position awareness of sensor nodes is important 

since data collection is normally based on the location. 

Finally, data collected by many sensors in WSNs is typically 

based on common phenomena; hence there is a high 

probability that this data has some redundancy. Such 

redundancies need to be utilized by the routing protocols to 

improve energy and bandwidth utilization. Due to such 

differences, many new algorithms have been proposed for 

the routing problem in WSNs. These routing mechanisms 

have taken into account the built-in features of WSNs along 

with the architecture and application requirements. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. 

First we discuss the design challenges and routing issues. 

Then we discussed various routing protocols for wireless 

sensor network. At last we conclude this paper. 

II. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND ROUTING ISSUES IN WIRELESS 

SENSOR NETWORKS 

In spite of the number utilizations of WSNs, these networks 

have a several constraints, e.g., limited energy supply, 

reduced computing, routing protocols and limited bandwidth 

of the wireless links connecting sensor nodes. In the 

accompanying, we discuss some of the design constraints 

that affect routing process in WSNs. 

A. Node Deployment  

Node deployment in WSNs is application dependent and 

affects the performance of the routing protocol. The 

arrangement of sensors is either deterministic or self 

organizing. In self organized systems, the sensor nodes are 

scattered randomly creating a path in an ad hoc manner. 

However in deterministic system, the sensors are manually 

placed and data routed through already determined paths. 

The position of the sink or cluster head is also crucial in 

terms of energy and performance. 

1) Scalability 

Wireless sensor networks are constituted of hundred of 

nodes so routing protocols should work with this amount of 

nodes. 

2) Area Coverage 

In WSNs, each sensor node obtains a certain view of the 

environment. A given sensor's view of the environment is 

limited both in accuracy and in range; it can only cover a 

limited physical area of the environment. Hence, area 

covered by WSN is also an important design parameter in 

WSNs. 

3) Energy consumption 

Routing protocols should elongate network lifetime while 

maintaining a good grade of connectivity to allow the 

communication between nodes. It is important to note that 

the battery replacement in the sensors is not possible 

because most of the sensors in WSN are randomly placed.  

B. Data over Head and Latency 

These are considered as the important factors that influence 

routing protocol design. Data aggregation and multi hop 

relays cause data latency. Some routing protocols create 

excessive overheads to implement their algorithms, which 

are not suitable for energy constrained network. 

1) Data Collection 

As the sensor nodes may generate a large amount of 

redundant data, similar packets from multiple nodes can be 

collected so that the number of transmissions is reduced. 

Data collection is the combination of data from different 

sources according to a certain aggregation function, e.g., 

minima, maxima, duplicate suppression and average. This 
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technique has been used to achieve energy efficiency and 

data transfer optimization in a number of routing protocols. 

2) Mobility Adaptability 

The different applications of wireless sensor networks could 

demand nodes to survive with their own mobility, the 

mobility of the sink or the mobility of the event to sense. 

Routing protocols should provide appropriate support for 

such movements of nodes. 

III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

Routing in WSN differs from conventional routing. Wireless 

links are unreliable, sensor nodes may fail, there is no 

infrastructure and routing protocols have to meet strict 

energy saving requirements. There are various routing 

protocols are designed for routing the data in WSN. It is 

suitable to have table driven routing protocols rather than 

using reactive protocols when sensor nodes are static 

because remarkable amount of energy is used in route 

discovery and setup of reactive protocols. The main types of 

routing protocols are discussed here. 

 
Fig. 1: Types of Routing Protocols in WSN 

A. Hierarchical Based Routing Protocol [3] 

1) Low Energy Adaptive Cluster Hierarchy (LEACH) 

LEACH is an initial energy efficient routing protocol which 

is avoided an energy consumption and improve network 

lifetime. LEACH performs data fusion, i.e. compression of 

data when data is sent from the clusters to the base station 

thus reducing energy dissipation and enhancing system 

lifetime. LEACH algorithm considers homogenous wireless 

sensor network where the base station is positioned in the 

centre of the simulation region and bounded by multiple 

clusters. The performance of LEACH is based on rounds. 

LEACH divides the total operation into rounds each round 

consisting of two phases: set-up phase and steady phase. In 

the set-up phase, clusters are formed and a CH is selected 

for each cluster. The CH is selected from the sensor nodes at 

a time with a certain probability. In the LEACH protocol 

multi cluster interference problem was solved by using 

unique CDMA codes for each cluster. 

2) Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information 

Systems (PEGASIS) 

It is a advanced version of LEACH routing protocol where 

the result shows that energy efficiencies capabilities are 

doubled up even compared to conservative LEACH. Each 

node communicates with neighbor node and takes turns 

transmitting to base station, thus energy is saved per round. 

In this approach chain is maintained either from source node 

to base station using some greedy algorithms or by base 

station which broadcast the chain to the entire nodes. Each 

node receives data from its immediate neighbor node and 

fuses this data to its own packet and sends to next neighbor. 

It is implicit that the nodes have an overall knowledge of the 

network and the chain construction starts as of the nodes 

that are farthest away from the sink. As a result of chain 

operation, in its place of maintaining cluster formation and 

membership, every one node only keeps path of its previous 

and next neighbor in the chain. 

3) Threshold sensitive energy efficient sensor Network 

protocol (TEEN) 

Threshold sensitive energy efficient sensor Network 

protocol is the hierarchical protocol for reactive networks 

that responds quickly to changes in the pertinent parameters. 

In this protocol a clusters head (CH) sends a soft threshold 

value and a hard one. A CH sensor sends its members a hard 

threshold, which is the threshold value of the sensed 

attribute and a soft threshold, which is a small change in the 

value of the sensed attribute that gives an idea to the node to 

switch on its transmitter and transmit. Thus the hard 

threshold tries to reduce the number of transmissions by 

allowing the nodes to transmit only when the sensed 

attribute is in the range of interest. The soft threshold further 

reduces the number of transmissions that might have 

otherwise occurred when there is little or no change in the 

sensed attribute. A smaller value of the soft threshold gives 

a more accurate idea of the network, at the expense of 

increased energy consumption. Thus, the user can control 

the balance between data accuracy and energy efficiency. 

The main drawback of this scheme is that, if the thresholds 

are not reached, the nodes will never communicate; the user 

will not get any data from the network at all and will not 

come to know even if all the nodes die. Thus, this is not well 

suited where the user needs to get data on a regular basis. 

The nodes sense their environment continuously. 

The first time a parameter from the attribute set reaches its 

hard threshold value, the node switches on its transmitter 

and sends its data. The nodes then transmits data in the 

current cluster period if the following conditions are 

satisfied: the current value of the sensed attribute differs 

from sensed value by an amount equal to or greater than the 

soft threshold and the current value of the sensed attribute is 

greater than the hard threshold. Important features of TEEN 

include its suitability for time critical sensing applications. 

Also, the energy consumption in this is less than the 

proactive networks because message transmission requires 

more energy than data sensing,. The soft threshold can be 

varied. At every cluster change time, a new parameters are 

broadcast and so, the user can change them as required. 

4) The adaptive Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient 

sensor Network protocol (APTEEN) 

APTEEN protocol correct the parameters issued through the 

cluster head, which can change associated parameters 

according to the requests of users, together with a set of 

physical attributes uttered that users expect to get; hard and 

soft threshold; operation mode (TDMA); counting time 

(CT), the mainly time period represented successful data 

communication of a node [4].  APTEEN used superior 

TDMA scheduling thus allocating a specific slot for 

transmission for preventing data redundancies.  

The main features of the APTEEN is that it 

combines both proactive and reactive policies. It offers a lot 

of flexibility by allowing the user to set the count-time 

interval (CT), and the threshold values for the energy 

consumption can be controlled by changing the count time 

as well as the threshold values. The limitation of this 
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protocol is the additional complexity required to implement 

the count time and the threshold functions. 

5) Hybrid, Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering (HEED) 

Hybrid, Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering selects the 

CHs based on both residual energy level and communication 

cost because of which the drawback of LEACH protocol i.e. 

random selection of cluster head CH it is not equally 

distributed among all nodes in worst case it may randomly 

select only a certain node as CH which will depletes its 

energy and lifetime of network is removed. In HEED all 

nodes are already to be homogenous i.e all sensor nodes are 

set with same initial energy. But, here the author has study 

an impact of heterogeneity in conditions of node energy. So 

maximum energy may vary for different nodes according to 

its functionality and capacity. In this each node share its 

energy level and cost of communication with sink node 

/base station through maximum energy level, CHs are 

selected with high maximum energy and low cost of 

communication.[6] 

6) DirQ (Directed Query Dissemination) 

The main objective in designing the Directed Query 

Dissemination is that the queries are just propagated by the 

minimum number of nodes which ensure that the queries 

arrive at the nodes are able to service the query. For doing 

this, certain information is exchanged within the network. 

The periodicity of the update messages depends on the rate 

of variation of the physical parameters that the network is 

sensing. Then, each node autonomously maintains its own 

threshold (δ). If a sensor node has a value V of a desired 

parameter and the next measurement period gets the similar 

value in the interval between (δ − V, V + δ) then it decides 

that nothing is send to sink node. If the sink does not receive 

any message from a specific node then it assumes that this 

node has a measured value that has not changed much from 

what has been reported recently. To allow an accurate 

delivery of applications, all the nodes from network must be 

capable of storing information which can be considered a 

disadvantage depending on the amount of information stored 

in the topology and the number of nodes. This scheme is 

suitable where times of transmission of requests are known 

and the number of requests is high.  

B. Location Based Routing Protocols 

1) Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) 

GAF [5] is an energy-aware location-based routing 

algorithm designed primarily for mobile ad hoc networks, 

but may be applicable to sensor networks as well. The 

network area is first divided into fixed zones and form a 

virtual grid. Inside each zone, nodes collaborate with each 

other to play different roles. GAF conserves energy by 

turning off unnecessary nodes in the network without 

affecting the level of routing fidelity. It forms a virtual grid 

for the covered area. Each node uses its GPS-indicated 

location to associate itself with a point in the virtual grid. 

Nodes associated with the same point on the grid are 

considered equivalent in terms of the cost of packet routing. 

In order to balance the load the nodes change their states 

nodes in the same grid will go to the sleeping state to avoid 

unnecessary energy depletion. 

2) Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) 

Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR), uses 

energy aware and geographically-informed neighbor 

selection heuristics to route a packet towards the destination 

region. The key idea is to restrict the number of interests in 

directed diffusion by only considering a certain region rather 

than sending the interests to the whole network. GEAR thus 

complements Directed Diffusion and conserves more 

energy. 

Each node in GEAR keeps an estimated cost and a 

learning cost of reaching the destination through its 

neighbors. The estimated cost is a combination of residual 

energy and distance to destination. The learned cost is a 

refinement of the estimated cost that accounts for routing 

around holes in the network. A hole occurs when a node 

does not have any closer neighbor to the target region than 

itself. If there are no holes, the estimated cost is equal to the 

learned cost. The learned cost is propagated one hop back 

every time a packet reaches the destination so that route 

setup for next packet will be adjusted. 

3) SPAN: 

In this the coordinators form a network backbone that is 

used to forward messages. A node should become a 

coordinator if two neighbors of a non-coordinator node 

cannot reach each other directly or via one or two 

coordinators (3 hop reachability). New and existing 

coordinators are not necessarily neighbors in [9], which, in 

effect, makes the design less energy efficient because of the 

need to maintain the positions of two or three hop neighbors 

in the complicated SPAN algorithm. 

4) DREAM [A distance Routing Effect Algorithm for 

Mobility] 

In [11] this model tangent is drawn from source node to 

destination and packet is flooded to limited number of nodes 

which comes under the tangent range. it is a better one than 

its predecessors. 

C. Data-Centric or Attribute-Based Routing Protocols 

1) SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation) 

SPIN was designed to improve typical flooding protocols. It 

fit under data delivery model in which the nodes sense the 

data and circulate the data throughout the network by means 

of negotiation. SPIN nodes uses following messages:  

 DATA-DATA message contains actual data.  

 REQ-Node sends an REQ when it needs to receive 

actual data.  

 ADV-When a node has new data to share; it can 

advertise this using ADV message containing Metadata  

Nodes running a SPIN communication protocol 

name their data using high-level data descriptors, called 

meta-data. They use meta-data negotiations to eliminate the 

transmission of redundant data throughout the network. 

Along with this, SPIN nodes can make their communication 

decisions based upon both knowledge of the resources and 

application-specific knowledge of the data that are available 

to them. This allows the sensors to efficiently distribute data 

given a limited energy supply. 

2) Directed Diffusion 

In direct diffusion the operations which are not necessary of 

network layer routing is removed in order to save the 

energy. A node which requires the data will generates a 

request where an interest is specified according to the 

attribute-value based scheme defined by the application. The 

sink node issue interest to the network and each node check 

this “interest” on attribute-value based. When interest get 
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match, data is sent back to sink on the basis of optimum 

gradient (select minimum cost route from source node to 

sink node to save energy) and when interest will  not 

matches then “interest” is passed to its the neighboring 

nodes. 

3) Rumor 

Rumor routing [10] is a variation of directed diffusion and is 

mainly intended for applications where geographic routing 

is not feasible. In general, directed diffusion uses flooding to 

inject the query to the entire network when there is no 

geographic criterion to diffuse tasks. However, in some 

cases there is only a little amount of data requested from the 

nodes and thus the use of flooding is unnecessary. An 

alternative approach is to flood the events if the number of 

events is small and the number of queries is large. The key 

idea is to route the queries to the nodes that have observed a 

particular event rather than flooding the entire network to 

retrieve information about the occurring events. In order to 

flood events through the network, the rumor routing 

algorithm employs long-lived packets, called agents. When 

a node detects an event, it adds such event to its local table, 

called events table, and generates an agent. Agents travel the 

network in order to propagate information about local events 

to distant nodes. When a node generates a query for an 

event, the nodes that know the route, may respond to the 

query by inspecting its event table. Hence, there is no need 

to flood the whole network, which reduces the 

communication cost. 

4) ACQUIRE (Active Query Forwarding in Sensor 

Networks) 

The BS node sends a query, which is then forwarded by 

each node receiving the query. During this, each node tries 

to respond to the query partially by using its pre-cached 

information and then forward it to another sensor node. If 

the pre-cached information is not up-to-date, the nodes 

gather information from their neighbors within a look-ahead 

of d hops. Once the query is being resolved completely, it is 

sent back through either the reverse or shortest-path to the 

BS. Hence, ACQUIRE can deal with complex queries by 

allowing many nodes to send responses. To select the next 

node for forwarding the query, ACQUIRE either picks it 

randomly or the selection is based on maximum potential of 

query satisfaction. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Routing in sensor networks is a new area of research, with a 

limited, but rapidly growing set of research results. In this 

paper, we surveyed different categories of routing protocols 

to save energy and extend the life time of sensor network. 

Overall, the routing techniques are classified based on the 

network structure into three categories: hierarchical, data 

centric and location based routing protocols. Although many 

of these routing techniques look promising, there are still 

many issues to be resolved around WSN. We highlighted 

those challenges and pinpointed future research directions in 

this regard. 
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